Following our successful pilot year, we are pleased to expand access to our unique yearlong Nonprofit Leadership Program. The design is to provide emerging professionals the opportunity, along with a small cohort of similar early career finance and accounting professionals from nonprofits, to develop themselves and build a peer network. This is creating an exciting new generation of nonprofit finance leaders here in the DC area that will strengthen the nonprofit sector significantly into the future.

**CPE Credit:** 20+ hours

**Prerequisite:** None, but target audience is 3-5 years of experience in nonprofit finance.

**Facilitators**

This program employs a variety of formats, including subject matter expert trainers, facilitated panels of experienced professionals, and hands on group projects. Faculty is primarily drawn from GWSCPA nonprofit member leaders.

**Virtual Sessions**

- Gain insight into your professional strengths and learn to work with and motivate diverse teams with varied skills.
- Practice a variety of communications skills to become a better writer, to handle difficult conversations and to be an effective leader of others.
- Learn to make successful presentations to various nonprofit stakeholders.
- Gain the confidence to grow a professional network that benefits both your own professional development and the advancement of your organization.
- Learn how to identify and access the resources to ensure you are professionally successful and continually growing.

**Learning Objectives**

1. Understanding Your Strengths
2. Successful Communication
3. Presentation Skills
4. Developing, Leading and Contributing to Teams
5. Practical Considerations for Career Planning and Charting Your Professional Development Plan
6. Diversity & Inclusion

**FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT**

Meghan Jenkins
mjenkins@gwscpa.org